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Description

The inscriptions read: Pencils, Pens, nibs and their uses for her guidance. To Miss Urquart from John
Ward, August 1962 To mark a night spent at Tibberton, July 1962 The Quill Used mostly by scribes now
and has become one of those tool about which there is inclined to be more ritual (about cutting ”“ bird etc)
than use. Quills with long feathers are used mostly by film stars. The Lead Pencil The most difficult of
drawing mediums to use well. Rubbers ”“ alas, go with pencils like mint sauce with mutton. Better to use
chalk and pen. Ingres used pencil well and you have to be very very good not to produce something very
dull & ugly in colour. Blotts ”“ have to be lived with. Sometimes can be incorporated into the drawing. Robert
Cozens used to begin his drawings sometimes with blots. Steel Pens (Best stolen from Post Offices) All this
is drawn with a steel nib ”“ Gillots 303, a nib I discovered when working for your father. Excellent for
drawing. Indian ink should be watered with boiled or distilled water ”“ it is nicer to draw with and less
harmful to the carpet than the neat product. Sharpened Matchstick Charles Keen, the great Victorian
draughtsman used this and it is capable of great delicacy and variety of line. Reed Pens Used by
Rembrandt and Van Gough. The bamboo cut to form a nib with a reservoir. Gives a fine flourish and by
varying the strength of the ink can be very colourful Fountain Pens Are for fat uncles to write fat cheques for
fine females. Ruling Pen are beautiful instruments and must be kept clean. Used with great skill by
draughtsmen of the Corps of Royal Engineers! Flowmaster Disgusting affairs-some kind of relation of the
kitchen mop. Rapidographs To be avoided unless there is an engineer or plumber in the family. Biros for
sketchbooks and harassed housewives. Razor Blades Most important for correcting drawing and lightening
dark shading. Discourage electric razors in the family. Watercolour Used as ink can be very effective Ward
was born in Hereford, where his father, Russell Stanton Ward, ran an antiques shop and restored paintings.
He studied at the Hereford School of Arts and Crafts before winning a place to the Royal College of Art in
1936, where he studied under Gilbert Spencer, Charles Mahoney and Alan Sorrell and won the prize for
drawing. During World War II he served in the Royal Engineers, using his drawing skills to design pillboxes,
and later taking part in the D-Day landings. He was posted to Belgium after the war before returning to the
Royal College to graduate in 1946. Ward worked as a painter, illustrator and teacher, happy to work in oils,
watercolour, pastel and pen and ink. He painted portraits, landscapes, interiors and architectural subjects,
undertaking portraits of members of the royal family, businessmen and celebrities including the Princess of
Wales, the Princess Royal and the christenings of Prince William and Prince Harry. Fifteen of his portraits
are in the collection of the National Portrait Gallery and he held one man shows at Agnew’s and the Maas
Gallery. As a prolific illustrator he worked on guides to Herefordshire and North Yorkshire and produced
illustrations for Vogue magazine from 1948 to 1952 and illustrated many...
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